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Mirage is the 13th studio album by British-American rock band Fleetwood Mac , released on 18
June This studio effort's soft rock sound stood in stark contrast to its more experimental
predecessor, 's Tusk. By this time Stevie Nicks and Lindsey Buckingham had each commenced
a solo career, the former to multi-platinum 1 success with 's Bella Donna , the latter faring not
as well with his first outing Law and Order US Billboard The Stevie Nicks composition " Gypsy "
12 Pop, 4 Rock, and a 16 hit in Canada was the second single from the album and was
accompanied by a lengthy video directed by Russell Mulcahy. The latter version was initially
used in the video, and was not available on CD until the release of 's retrospective box set 25
Years â€” The Chain. The album returned the group to the top of the US Billboard charts for the
first time since their album Rumours , spending five weeks at 1. It spent a total of 18 weeks in
the US Top Ten and was certified double platinum for shipping 2,, copies there. It also reached 5
in the UK where it was certified platinum for shipping , copies, and 2 in Australia. A deluxe
edition of Mirage was released on 23 September This expanded reissue features a remaster of
the original album, 13 live tracks, B-sides, outtakes, plus other songs that did not make the final
cut. The DVD-Audio disc contains both the 5. Reviews of the deluxe edition were very favorable
but several noted the absence of a re-release of the "Mirage Live" concert video release, which
to date has not been released on DVD. Two of the final shows of the Mirage tour were filmed in
Los Angeles in The running order was also completely rearranged so that Nicks' "Gypsy"
followed "The Chain", whilst "You Make Loving Fun" and "Blue Letter" were moved to the first
half of the edited show. The performance also includes what is often referred to as the
'speaking in tongues' version of "Sisters of the Moon", in which Nicks delivers the song's coda
in such intense gravelly vibratos that her words are rendered mysteriously indecipherable. The
concert was not released on DVD until , but this was limited to Brazil on the Studio Gaba label
and featured an unmastered soundtrack. In a good quality release was issued in Australia, with
an added special feature comprising six Stevie Nicks solo promotional videos for some of her
singles released between and This collection had previously been issued separately on VHS in
under the title Stevie Nicks â€” I Can't Wait , and exclusively includes a live solo version of her
top ten hit " Leather and Lace " a duet with Don Henley , which was recorded on the final night
of Nicks' Bella Donna tour. To date, this is the only DVD availability of this live performance.
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Albums [31]. MBRG : a0e25b7fdebdfbb For the price of a decent used car, Mitsubishi will sell
you a brand-new Mirage hatchback with a year warranty. Such a transaction may sound good at
first blush, but what you'll be getting is an unrefined small car with a down-market interior and a
puny three-cylinder engine. Standard features are fairly generous and include automated
emergency braking, Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and automatic climate control. The Mirage
also offers stellar fuel economy and a surprising amount of cargo room. If your budget can
handle it, we'd still recommend taking a look at its rivals before signing on the dotted line, but
for those who care only about the dollars and cents, the Mitsubishi can't be beat. Not into
hatchbacks? Mitsubishi also sells a sedan version called Mirage G4 , which we review
separately. The Mirage hatchback receives a light styling refresh for , complete with a much

larger grille, restyled front and rear bumpers, and new head- and taillight designs. A Carbonite
Edition model is new this year, as well, and adds a racier-looking body kit. Mitsubishi has added
automated emergency braking with pedestrian detection as standard equipment; the same goes
for Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. If you're considering the Mirage, we're guessing your
intention is to make a car purchase that doesn't put too large a dent in your pocketbook. With
this in mind, we'd recommend sticking with the base ES model as spending more on a costlier
trim puts the Mirage in contention with a host of better choices. All Mitsubishi Mirage
hatchbacks come with a 1. That's less muscle than you'll get with rivals such as the Chevrolet
Spark 98 horsepower. The Mirage's base model comes with a five-speed manual transmission,
but all other trims are equipped with a CVT. Power is sent to the front wheels. When driven on
city streets and highways, the Mirage exhibits lackluster acceleration. Heavy throttle inputs are
required for passing maneuvers on the freeway, and the engine gets raucous when pushed.
Also, there's a lot of engine vibration within the cabin. There are quite a few budget-priced
subcompacts that offer reasonably upscale cabins, but the Mirage isn't one of them. Although
the design is rudimentary and there are lots of hard plastics in evidence, the car's interior is
pleasant enough given its price range. The front row offers comfortable accommodations, but
rear-seat legroom is tight. There's a generous amount of cargo capacity on board. With all seats
in place, the Mirage provides 17 cubic feet of cargo space. These figures make the Mirage a
roomier choice than the Spark, which provides 11 cubic feet of cargo space behind its second
row and 27 cubic feet behind the first. Bluetooth connectivity is standard on the Mirage, and this
allows for hands-free phone calls. A four-speaker audio system, a 7. For those seeking a more
premium setup, a Rockford Fosgate sound system is offered as an upgrade. The Mirage comes
standard with automated emergency braking, and the top-spec SE comes with lane-departure
warning and automatic high-beam headlamps, but more advanced driver-assistance features
are missing from the options list. Key safety features include:. Mitsubishi offers one of the best
warranties in the business, tying the Kia Rio and the Hyundai Accent with its year coverage. The
Mirage's coverage leaves warranties by rivals like the Chevy Spark in the dust. However, unlike
the Mirage, the Spark provides complimentary maintenance. Displacement: 73 cu in, cc Power:
78 hp rpm Torque: 74 lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. View Photos. Warren Clarke and Drew Dorian. More on the Mitsubishi
Mirage Hatchback. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Mitsubishi. The Mirage will be open Thursdays at a. Learn more.
Join today and receive:. If so, you'll need to activate your account to enjoy all the features and
benefits M life Rewards has to offer. Discover how we are welcoming you back! We are open
Thursdays through early Monday and there are plenty amenities to enjoy during your visit.
Learn about our commitment to safety, the community, our policies, and more. BetMGM Sports
is where the action begins! Experience the thrill of sports betting on all major professional
sports. Come face-to-face with some of nature's most exotic and majestic creatures. We have
waterfalls and lagoons. This is one of the favorite backyards on the entire Strip. Open and
heated all year. Satisfy your cravings at Pantry, located steps away from the guest elevators.
See and feel the flame while chefs hand craft specialties right before your eyes. Enjoy a
therapeutic massage or indulge yourself with one of our natural, soothing treatments. The Spa
will cater to your every desire. Separate men's and women's wet areas offer steam rooms,
saunas, and whirlpools, as well as relaxing meditation rooms. Boasting a luxury residential feel
with all the comforts of home and the elegance of a vacation escape. Enter a secluded wing of
The Mirage and enjoy luxury complimented by a hour staff of chefs and butlers in your own
backyard. An impressive menu of sharing-style cuisine â€” this will be an unforgettable culinary
adventure. Stay Well Meetings at The Mirage offers a comprehensive wellness meetings
experience with premier meeting spaces. The ultimate man cave with a dedication to craft beer,
cocktails, and mouth-watering food. The Still, a Las Vegas Sports Bar, located in heart of the
iconic Mirage, is the ultimate man cave with a dedication to craft beer, cocktails, and
mouth-watering food. Stay Well infuses wellness in to your hotel room with features and
programs that maximize your experience and minimize the impact that travel has on the human
body; How about something to take to those back home? From show tickets to restaurant
reservations to line passes for our hot spots, you're dialed in. Enjoy everything from fresh
salads and stacked burgers to sandwiches and breakfast classics. Grab breakfast, lunch or
dinner fast at Snacks. Serving everything from fresh salads and stacked burgers to sandwiches
and breakfast classics, this casual spot is the An unparalleled portfolio of award-winning
culinary experiences awaits your group! Enjoy some serious fun at MGM Resorts destinations.
Sip on handcrafted cocktails while you experience the energy of The Mirage. An open
atmosphere allows guests to experience the energy of The Mirage. Sip on handcrafted cocktails
specifically created by Mixologist Liz Pearce. Expect to be enveloped in an oasis of luxury,

while enjoying first-class service and undivided attention. Your wedding is a once-in-a-lifetime
experience and should be as special as you are. With a wedding at The Mirage, expect to be
enveloped in an oasis of luxury, while This is how you spend a day-duffing around between
visits from the cart girl. Our fitness facility includes various cardio equipment, strength
equipment and free weights. Starbucks offers handcrafted coffee beverages, premium teas and
delectable treats. Starbucks offers handcrafted beverages, premium teas, fine pastries and
other delectable treats. At locations around the world, artfully roasted high-quality arabica Pool
season has begun! Reserve a cabana now at any of our 12 Resorts. Diablo's unleashes its
unique brand of south-of-the-border dining, drinking and a little decadence. Perfect for a Perfect
for a quick bite or full meal to share with family and friends. While you're checking in, check out
the 20,gallon saltwater tank behind the front desk. The indoor coral reef is home to
approximately fish from 85 different We updated our Privacy Policy. Sections 1. Close Banner.
Sign In. Learn more Join Today. First time using M life Rewards online? Book a Room. Sign In
Email. Skip to main content Skip to footer. Booking not available in this language Close. M life
Rewards members save even more. Book Now. Not a member? We're Open Discover how we
are welcoming you back! Learn More. Vegas, Safely Learn about our commitment to safety, the
community, our policies, and more. Pools open March 4. Zoom to Your Room The most
convenient, contactless way to do Vegas. Download App Zoom to Your Room. Book Offer
Experience Sports in Vegas. Filter Filter By:. View All. Close Close Filter. Change View. Sorry,
no matches for your filter selections. Reset Filters. Password Forgot Password? Sign In Join
Today. Load More. Close Dining Reservation Unfortunately, no seats are available. Please select
another time or call Earn 10, points towards elevated experiences. Buy Tickets. Save more when
you book your flight and hotel together! Book a Cabana. Book Table. Make Reservation. Check
Rates. Love is universal. See Details. Make a Request. Your seat is waiting at a place as grand
as game day. Everything around you is green. Book Tee Time. Our iconic front yard has more
bang than ever. The newly revised front-drive, sub-compact is minimalism on wheels, with
smart, basic transportation in mind. The Mirage is offered in two models, a 5-door hatch and a
4-door sedan, which Mitsubishi calls the Mirage G4. All are powered by an all-aluminum 1. When
equipped with the CVT, the Mirage offers an impressive fuel economy rating of 37 mpg city and
43 mpg highway. Mitsubishi claims that no other non-hybrid car can top it. Braking is courtesy
of front ventilated discs and rear drums, and the little car's nimble urban handling is courtesy of
MacPherson-type struts in front and a torsion beam in back. At a mere inches long, the Mirage
hatchback has a turning radius of just over 15 feet, allowing for near-effortless parking lot
maneuverability. The SE adds Apple Car Play, Android Auto and Bluetooth hands-free
connectivity, proximity entry, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob, steering
wheel-mounted cruise and audio controls. The Mirage offers a range of accessories that allow
buyers to upgrade their Mirage with Rockford Fosgate audio, remote start and a parking assist
system. The Mitsubishi Mirage is all about value, but it's only available as a hatchback. Not
everyone needs the extra space or enjoys the look, so in order to bolster its lineup and attempt
to rope in new buyers, Mitsubishi is rolling out a sedan variant. The G4 takes advantages of the
same updates, including a smoother 1. Even though the car is aimed at folks that want a new
car and are willing to make sacrifices to achieve that, there's a fair bit of new tech thrown in.
The Mirage G4 will come equipped with both Android Auto and Apple CarPlay smartphone
connectivity, although it's unclear if that will be standard or optional. Mitsubishi Mirage.
Roadshow Mitsubishi Mirage The newly revised front-drive, sub-compact is minimalism on
wheels, with smart, basic transportation in mind. Model Year Continue Reading. Eclipse Cross.
Outlander Sport. Mitsubishi News. SUVs by Kyle Hyatt 4 hrs ago. SUVs by Sean Szymkowski 6
days ago. SUVs by Sean Szymkowski 7 days ago. Mitsubishi Outlander is all new for This
comprehensively overhauled crossover is bigger, roomier and far more premium than before.
Roadshow by Craig Cole 7 days ago. More News. Best cars See all. Call Netflix Netflix. A
space-time continuum glitch allows Vera to save a boy's life 25 years earlier, but results in the
loss of her daughter, whom she fights to get back. Watch all you want. Videos Mirage. Mirage
Trailer. More Details. Watch offline. Available to download. This movie is More Originals.
Coming Soon. Cobalt Blue. When a brother and sister fall in love with the same man, ensuing
events shatter a traditional Marathi family. Based on Sachin Kundalkar's novel. After a zombie
outbreak in Las Vegas, a group of mercenaries takes the ultimate gamble by venturing into the
quarantine zone for the greatest heist ever. This Emmy-winning, street-level view of the
Egyptian Revolution captures the astonishing uprising that led to the collapse of two
governments. A conflicted yet courageous Dragon Knight must use the power of the dragon
within to stop a deadly demon in this epic fantasy based on the online game. A ragtag crew of
bounty hunters chases down the galaxy's most dangerous criminals. They'll save the world A
live-action series. The comics of RebellComedy take the stage and tackle mistaken identities,

geriatric influencers, our flawed perceptions of animals and more. When an outlaw Jonathan
Majors discovers his enemy Idris Elba is being released from prison, he reunites his gang to
seek revenge in this Western. A behind-the-scenes look at how entrepreneur Daniel Ek and
financial partner Martin Lorentzon founded Spotify and revolutionized the music industry. We've
highlighted the actors starring in multiple movies and shows nominated for Golden Globes in
Watch the video. Check out our gallery of the Golden Globe nominees in the leading and
supporting acting categories, as the characters they so brilliantly played and in real life. See the
full gallery. Search for " Mirage " on Amazon. Walking down twenty-seven flights of stairs after
the power goes out in the New York City office building he is in, David Stillwell emerges outside
on the ground level to find that a man he didn't know either jumped or was pushed out a window
to his death. That man was Charles Calvin, the head of Unidyne, a humanitarian organization
that works toward world peace. David notices other unusual goings-on. What he considers his
normal routine that others he knows should recognize, don't. People that he doesn't know seem
to know him, such as the beautiful young woman with who he walked down the stairs but who
ran off when they got to the bottom. And things that he thought he saw or thought he knew end
up not being the case, such as the multiple sub-basement levels he thought were in that office
building which don't seem to exist in the clear light of day. When he finally thinks about it, he
believes he has some form of amnesia. As an example, he knows that he works as a cost
accountant, but Written by Huggo. Edward Dmytryk may have been poaching in Alfred
Hitchcock territory in directing Mirage, but I can hardly see how Hitchcock could have done the
film any better. In fact I'm convinced that Gregory Peck was cast in the lead on the strength of
his performance in the Hitchcock classic Spellbound, the parts are so similar. Gregory Peck
when we first meet him is making his way down the stairs of a skyscraper that has sustained a
blackout. As people talk to him who seem to know him he answers with the appropriate small
talk, but he doesn't remember anything other than his name. At the same time, a prominent
foundation leader, Walter Abel, plunged to his death from that skyscraper and of course the
Peck's amnesia and Abel's death are connected. But in this case the whole point of Mirage is
remembering how. As in Spellbound, the amnesiac Peck has a woman friend trying to help him.
But there was no doubt about Ingrid Bergman's loyalty to Peck in trying to unravel his situation
there. Diane Baker has the same function in this film, but there is some doubt as to whose team
she's actually playing on. Similarly there is Kevin McCarthy who seems a friend at first, but later
on we're not so sure. McCarthy has a key role in bringing the whole affair to a climax. The
ruthless villain of the piece is Leif Erickson who started in films playing the fathead rival to
whomever the hero was in a film. As he got older, directors saw greater potential in him and
used him in a lot of more serious parts, mostly villainous and this one is one of his best.
Although I think the film is great, Gregory Peck kind of fluffed it off, my guess is also that his
role is too much like the part he did in amnesia. But he did according to the Michael Freedland
biography of Peck, recommend to Eddie Dmytryk that he cast Walter Matthau in the role of the
private detective who Peck goes to. Peck also consults Robert H. Harris a psychiatrist and both
the shrink and the gumshoe come to the same conclusion that Peck really doesn't want to
remember his recent past, possibly because of some trauma. Matthau's role in Mirage was one
of his best character roles prior to getting stardom with his Oscar winning performance in The
Fortune Cookie. Harris is also quite good, in fact he's my favorite in the cast. Although the
similarities between Spellbound and Mirage are too obvious to overlook, one should not belabor
the obvious. Mirage is a fine enough suspense thriller to stand on its own. And Alfred Hitchcock
would not have minded being mistakenly credited with directing it. Sign In. Get a sneak peek of
the new version of this page. Keep track of everything you watch; tell your friends. Full Cast and
Crew. Release Dates. Official Sites. Company Credits. Technical Specs. Plot Summary. Plot
Keywords. Parents Guide. External Sites. User Reviews. User Ratings. External Reviews.
Metacritic Reviews. Photo Gallery. Trailers and Videos. Crazy Credits. Alternate Versions. Rate
This. An accountant suddenly suffers from amnesia. This appears related to the suicide of his
boss. Now some violent thugs are out to get him. They work for a shadowy figure known simply
as The Major. Director: Edward Dmytryk. Available on Amazon. Added to Watchlist. IMDb's Top
Films of Best movies of My Movies - s. Related Items. Share this Rating Title: Mirage 7. Use the
HTML below. You must be a registered user to use the IMDb rating plugin. Edit Cast Cast
overview, first billed only: Gregory Peck David Stillwell Diane Baker Shela Walter Matthau Ted
Caselle Kevin McCarthy Sylvester Josephson Jack Weston Lester Leif Erickson Major Crawford
Gilcuddy Walter Abel Charles Stewart Calvin George Kennedy Willard Robert H. Augustus J.
Broden Anne Seymour Frances Calvin House Jameson Bo as House B. Jameson Hari Rhodes
Franken Syl Lamont Benny Eileen Baral Irene Neil Fitzgerald Edit Storyline Walking down
twenty-seven flights of stairs after the power goes out in the New York City office building he is
in, David Stillwell emerges outside on the ground level to find that a man he didn't know either

jumped or was pushed out a window to his death. Or In Her Arms? Edit Did You Know? Trivia
This was originally announced as starring Rock Hudson. Goofs When David Stillwell is in the
police office reporting that a man threatened
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him with a gun, when the officer is filling out the form, he asks for Stillwell's date-of-birth. For
this procedure the police would not have asked the victim of a crime for his date-of-birth.
Quotes Joe Turtle : You work with Mr. Josephson, don't you? Do you know what he calls me?
David Stillwell : Well, you're losing touch, Sweetheart's what they call total strangers, these
days. Joe Turtle : Oh, yeah. He says it next time and I'll sock him. Was this review helpful to
you? Yes No Report this. Frequently Asked Questions Q: Why wouldn't Stillwell call the police
to his apartment after being held at gunpoint by Lester, who forced his way inside and
threatened Stillwell? Why wouldn't Caselle and Stillwell call police to the scene after being shot
at by Willard in the basement of the office building? Language: English. Runtime: min. Color:
Black and White. Edit page. Clear your history. David Stillwell. Sylvester Josephson. Major
Crawford Gilcuddy. Charles Stewart Calvin. Frances Calvin.

